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Abstract
In this paper, we study the network of global interconnections between language
communities, based on shared co-editing interests of Wikipedia editors, and show
that although English is discussed as a potential lingua franca of the digital space, its
domination disappears in the network of co-editing similarities, and instead local
connections come to the forefront. Out of the hypotheses we explored, bilingualism,
linguistic similarity of languages, and shared religion provide the best explanations for
the similarity of interests between cultural communities. Population attraction and
geographical proximity are also signiﬁcant, but much weaker factors bringing
communities together. In addition, we present an approach that allows for extracting
signiﬁcant cultural borders from editing activity of Wikipedia users, and comparing a
set of hypotheses about the social mechanisms generating these borders. Our study
sheds light on how culture is reﬂected in the collective process of archiving
knowledge on Wikipedia, and demonstrates that cross-lingual interconnections on
Wikipedia are not dominated by one powerful language. Our ﬁndings also raise some
important policy questions for the Wikimedia Foundation.
Keywords: Wikipedia; multilingual; cultural similarity; network; digital language
divide; socio-linguistics; digital humanities; hypothesis testing

1 Introduction
Measuring the extent to which cultural communities overlap via the knowledge they preserve can paint a picture of how culturally proximate or diverse they are. Wikipedia, the
largest crowd-sourced encyclopedia today, is a platform that documents knowledge from
diﬀerent cultural communities via diﬀerent language editions. The collective traces left by
editors of Wikipedia can be utilized to identify cultural communities that are most similar with regard to the knowledge they document. Certainly, co-editing similarities among
language communities of Wikipedia editors are just a particular dimension of culture
and are not representative of cultural similarities among the communities in general. Yet,
Wikipedia plays a critical role in today’s information gathering and diﬀusion processes and
Wikipedians constitute an important cultural subset of educated and technology-savvy
elites who often drive the cultural, political, and economic processes []. In this paper, we
tap into the traces left by editors of Wikipedia to gain new insights into how language
communities on Wikipedia relate to each other via common co-editing interests.
© 2016 Samoilenko et al. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and
indicate if changes were made.
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Problem. We are thus interested in seeking answers to the following overarching research question: What are common editing interests between language communities on
Wikipedia, and how can they be explained? In addition, we also aim to establish a computational method which would allow measuring culture-related similarities based on the
topics the editors document in Wikipedia.
We assume that collective interest of a language-speaking community is reﬂected
through the aggregation of articles documented in the corresponding language edition
of Wikipedia. These articles are an approximation of the topics which are culturally relevant to that language community, though by no means are representative of the entire
underlying cultural community. We deﬁne cultural similarity as a signiﬁcant interest of
communities in editing articles about the same topics; in other words, language communities are similar when they signiﬁcantly agree regarding the topics they choose to
edit.
Methods. Our approach consists of several steps. We ﬁrst use statistical ﬁltering to identify language pairs which show consistent interest in articles on the same topics. Based on
this dyadic information, we create a network of interest similarity where nodes are languages and links are weighted as the strength of shared interest between them. We cluster the network and inspect it visually to inform the generation of hypotheses about the
mechanisms that contribute to cultural similarity. Finally, we express these hypotheses as
transition probability matrices, and test their plausibility using two statistical inference
techniques - HypTrails [] and MRQAP [] (Multiple Regression Quadratic Assignment
Procedure). Using both Bayesian and frequentist approaches, we obtain similar results,
which suggests that our ﬁndings are robust against the chosen statistical measure.
Contribution and ﬁndings. Our main contribution is empirical. We expand the literature on culture-related research by (a) presenting a large-scale network of interest similarities between  language communities, (b) showing that the set of languages covering a concept on Wikipedia is not a random choice, and (c) by statistically demonstrating
that similarity in concept sets between Wikipedia editions is inﬂuenced by multiple factors, including bilinguality, proximity of these languages, shared religion, and population
attraction. We also combine multiple techniques from network theory, Bayesian and frequentist statistics in a novel way, and present a generalisable approach to quantify and
explain culture-related similarity based on editing activity of Wikipedia editors.
We ﬁnd that the topics that each language edition documents are not selected randomly,
however small the underlying community of editors. We test several hypotheses about the
underlying processes that might explain the observed nonrandomness, and ﬁnd that bilingualism, linguistic similarity of languages, and shared religion provide the best explanations for the similarity of interests between cultural communities. Population attraction
and geographical proximity are also signiﬁcant, but much weaker factors bringing communities together.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section  we will give a brief
overview of work on how cultural diﬀerences ﬁnd reﬂection in multilingual online platforms, as well as on how Wikipedia has been used to compare cultural and linguistic points
of view, and cultural biases involved in knowledge production. In Section  we will describe in detail the process of data sampling and collection. Sections  and  will focus
on identifying and explaining co-editing interests, give a technical overview of the quan-
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titative methods, and report the results. We will oﬀer our reﬂection upon the ﬁndings in
Sections  and .

2 Related literature
Deﬁnition of culture and its borders is a long-debated and still unresolved issue in Anthropology and Social Sciences; a  review of the works on the issue already contained
close to  deﬁnitions of culture []. Cultural communities have fuzzy boundaries: several distinct cultures might co-exist in one state, or alternatively, reach beyond and across
continents. This is especially true for multilingual countries or those with colonial past.
While there are many non-verbal expressions of material culture, language is an important bearer of culture - its meanings have to be learnt socially and represent the way of
life as seen by a particular community [–]. Language-speaking communities form distinct and unique cultures around themselves [, ], and overlap of interests between these
communities might signify cultural proximity between them. Language is central to culture for several reasons: it reﬂects the collective agreement of a language community to
view the world in a certain way, and helps a community to perpetuate its culture, develop
its identity, and archive accumulated knowledge []. It is the latter feature of collective
knowledge selection and archiving that this paper focuses on.
Wikipedia as a lens for studying cultural repertoires of language communities. The online
encyclopedia Wikipedia is a prominent example of collective knowledge accumulation,
and it is becoming one of the most interesting and convenient sources for academics to
study cultural and historical processes []. Wikipedia is one of the most linguistically diverse projects online, with a constant base of editors contributing in almost  languages
[], ranging from almost  million in the largest edition (English) to just  in Cree, the
smallest one []. This makes it accessible to more than  billion people, or % of the
world’s population []. There is no central authority that dictates which topics must be
covered, and every editor is free to select their own, as long as they are consistent with
the notability guidelines []. All language editions have their own notability guidelines
and are edited independently from each other, although an editor can also co-edit several
editions in parallel. Large language editions like English are not supersets of smaller ones,
and each edition contains unique concepts which are not covered by others. For example, concept overlap between the two largest editions, English and German, is only %
[]. Opposite to the common misconception, even when articles on the same concept
exist in diﬀerent language editions, they are not translated replicas of each other, but instead reveal consistent cultural biases [, ] and introduce various linguistic viewpoints
[–].
These diﬀerences in number, selection, and content of articles across languages are not
accidental, but relate to the cultural diﬀerences between the underlying language communities. Contributing to Wikipedia means more than writing encyclopedic content: it
allows communities to store cultural memories of events [–], document their point
of view [, ], and give prominence to people []. This collective sifting of culturallyrelevant knowledge is such an important social process that conﬂicts and edit wars frequently emerge before reaching consensus []. Finally, the language communities not yet
represented on Wikipedia seek the inclusion as an opportunity to establish and promote
their language and culture in the digital realm []. There are currently  open requests
for new Wikipedia language editions in the Wikimedia Incubator []. Wikipedia is rich
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in cultural material, and all data are recorded and openly available, which makes the encyclopedia an attractive object for research on culturally-mediated behaviour.
Quantifying cultural similarity. Multiple numerical measures have been proposed to assess the degree of cultural similarity, although many of them suﬀer from practical scalability issues or focus on a narrow aspect of culture. The most often cited measure is known
as Hofstede’s dimensions of culture, which delineates cultures by national borders [].
Evidence of national cultural diﬀerences has been found in the style of collaborative authoring of Wikipedia articles [, ]. West [] quantiﬁes cultural distance through linguistic distance between languages. Several studies delineated cultures by language, and
focused on Wikipedia data. In particular, Laufer and colleagues [] developed measures
of cultural similarity, understanding, and aﬃnity through comparing how food cultures
are described by self- and foreign communities. Eom et al. [] applied ranking algorithms
to biographical articles and obtained a network of cultural agreement on what historical
ﬁgures are viewed as important, which includes  language points of view. Finally, the
value of Wikipedia for such anthropological questions as assessing cultural chauvinism or
diﬀerences in historical world view between cultures has been discussed in []. Cultural
diﬀerences have also been found in other modalities of online communication and collaboration, on such multilingual platforms as Facebook [], Twitter [–], and YouTube
[].
Although previous research has advanced scientiﬁc understanding of cultural similarity, attempts to quantify it, for practical reasons, were mostly limited to comparing a small
number of cultures along a selected topical dimension. The literature shows a need to
establish a scalable approach to quantifying cultural similarity which allows comparing
multiple permutations of language dyads and obtaining a bird’s-eye view on global intercultural relationships.

3 Data
There are almost  language editions of the encyclopedia, which vary greatly in size.
This makes sampling a nontrivial decision: on the one hand, many editions are rather
small, and sampling from them would not provide data suﬃcient for statistical analysis.
On the other hand, downloading full data on every language edition over a long period of
time would be computationally expensive. As a compromise, we focused the analysis on a
sample of  largest editions which contained more than , article pages, as of July
 [].
Sampling procedure. To account for variations in editions’ age, number of active contributors, and growth rates, we selected the time frame such that () to ensure a suﬃcient
amount of editions existed in the beginning of the observation; () to allow enough time
for each edition to accumulate concepts. We traced back each edition to its ﬁrst registered article page, and found out that  out of  largest editions had been created
before ... We excluded  editions which appeared later (min, vo, be, new, pms,
pnb, bpy, arz, mzn, sah, vec) and those whose language codes could not be mapped to the
ISO - standard (be-x-old, zh-yue, bat-smg, map-bms, zh-min-nan). These remaining
 editions became the focus of our subsequent analysis which covers the period of 
years between .. and ...
We sampled from each edition separately, collecting IDs of all article pages created between  and  (excluding other types of pages, redirects, and pages created by
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bots). For each ID we also collected the entire editing history in all linked language editions. Thus, each ID corresponds to a concept (the topic of the article regardless of the language), and all interlinked language editions represent various linguistic points of view on
the concept. After removing duplicates, our dataset includes ,, unique concepts
and a total of ,,, article pages in diﬀerent languages. The data were collected
between .. and .. from Wikimedia servers directly, using the access provided by Wikimedia Tool Labs [].
One algorithmic limitation of our approach is the fact that we rely on Wikipedia’s interlanguage link graph to identify articles on the same concepts in diﬀerent language editions. This approach has some known issues with the lack of triadic closure and dyadic
reciprocity []. To ensure that the maximal set of interlanguage links related to a concept
is retrieved, we collect all articles with their interlanguage links from each edition separately, removing duplicates afterwards. Thus, all existing interlanguage links are extracted.

4 Extraction of co-editing patterns
In this section, we describe the procedure of extracting cultural similarities from coediting activity in Wikipedia, and present the network of signiﬁcant shared interests between  language communities. The section begins with summarising our pre-analysis
check of whether the language-concept overlap in Wikipedia is random.
4.1 Testing for non-randomness of co-editing patterns
Theoretically, each concept covered in Wikipedia could exist in all  language editions
of the encyclopedia. This is possible because Wikipedia does not censor topic inclusion
depending on the language of edition, and anyone is free to contribute an article on any
topic of signiﬁcance. However in practice, such complete coverage is very rare, and concepts are covered in a limited set of language editions. Is this set of languages random?
To answer this question, we analyse matrices of language co-occurrences based on a .%
random sample of the data (, concepts).
We construct the matrix of empirical co-occurrences Cij , based on the probability of
languages i, j to have an article on the same concept. We also construct a synthetic dataset
where we preserve the distribution of languages and the number of concepts, N = ,,
but allow languages to co-occur at random. We use the resulting data to produce the matrix of random co-occurrences Cijrand , and compare it to the matrix of co-occurrences Cij .
Our null model corresponds to belief that in Wikipedia each concept has equal chances to
be covered by any language, with larger editions sharing concepts more frequently purely
because of their size. Comparing two matrices allows us to get a preliminary intuition of
the extent to which co-editing patterns are non-random.
We establish that language dyads do not edit articles about the same concept (co-occur)
by chance. Large editions share concepts more frequently than expected: although in the
data EN-DE and EN-FR overlap in % of cases, only % is expected by the null model. To
little surprise, the amount of overlap between editions in the data decreases with the size
of the editions. One notable exception is the Japanese edition which, despite being among
the ten largest Wikipedias, co-occurs with other top editions noticeably less frequently.
Similarly, the Uzbek edition, being among the ten smallest in the dataset, shows high concept overlap with large editions. By simply plotting frequencies of co-occurrences, we do
not observe any local blocks or clusters, neither among large nor small editions (see Figure A in Additional ﬁle ).
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These overlap diﬀerences are statistically signiﬁcant, and the null model explains only
, out of , language pairs (% of observed data, % conﬁdence level). Such
low explained variation suggests that concept overlap is not random and cannot be explained only by edition sizes. Instead, there are non-random, possibly cultural processes,
that inﬂuence which languages cover which concepts on Wikipedia. Having evidence that
the data contain a signal, we continue our investigation by performing network analysis.

4.2 Inferring the network of shared interest
We look for the languages that are consistently interested in editing articles on the same
topics by comparing the diﬀerences between observed and expected co-editing activity
on each concept. We give a z-score to every language pair, and compare it to the threshold of signiﬁcance to ﬁlter out insigniﬁcant pairs. This logic is demonstrated in Figure .
The result is a weighted undirected network of languages, where languages are connected
based on shared information interest.
We ﬁrst compute the empirical weight wcij of a link between languages i, j which co-edit
a concept c:
wcij = kic kjc .

()

Here, kic is the number of edits to the concept c in the language edition i, which we use
as a proxy to the amount of editing work invested in the concept. This is done across all
concepts and language permutations. To determine which links are statistically signiﬁcant,
and which exist purely by chance or due to size eﬀects, we construct a null model where
we assume that links between languages i and j are random.

Let the total editing probability of a language be pi = M c kic , where M is the total number of edits for all concepts and language editions. Then the expected probability E[wcij ]
that languages i and j co-edit the same concept c is:
 
E wcij = nc (nc – )pi pj ,

()

where nc is the total number of edits to a concept from all language editions. To compare
the diﬀerence between observed and expected link weights, we compute a z-score zijc for

Figure 1 Illustration of the z-score-based ﬁltering method. The method requires three steps: (a) to
retrieve all edits to each concept in all linked language editions; (b) to compare the empirical and expected
probabilities of each language pair to co-edit a concept; and (c) to create a ﬁltered network of languages with
signiﬁcant shared interests. In the ﬁnal network, ‘heavier’ links signify stronger co-editing similarity between
the nodes.
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each concept and pair of languages i, j, deﬁned as
zijc =

wcij – E[wcij ]
σijc

,

()

where σijc is the standard deviation of the expected link weight [].
Finally, to ﬁnd the cumulative z-score for a pair of languages i, j, we sum their z-scores
over all concepts
zij =



zijc .

()

c

The relationship between i and j is signiﬁcant if the cumulative probability of their total
z-score, zij in the right tail falls beyond the p-value p =  – ./N , where N is the total
number of languages. We use the Bonferroni correction [] to account for the multiple comparisons and size eﬀects in the data. This corresponds to a z-score of .. Since
z-scores are sums across many independent variables, their distribution can be approximated by the normal distribution, and the threshold for link signiﬁcance in the right tail
√
is t = . L, where L = ,, is the number of concepts. We create a link between a
pair of languages i, j if the observed z-score, zij , is above the threshold t [].
We use the resulting z-scores to build a network of shared topical interests, where the
edges are weighted by the similarity of interest, quantiﬁes via z-scores. In summary, this
approach allows for discovering signiﬁcant language pairs of shared interest, accounting
for editions of diﬀerent sizes, and avoiding over-representing the large editions [].
Other methods exist to extract signiﬁcant weights in graphs. For example, [] used the
hypergeometric distribution for ﬁnding the expected link weights for bipartite networks
and measured the global p-value. Serrano et al. [] used a disparity ﬁltering method to
infer signiﬁcant weights in networks. Similar to our work, [] proposed pair-wise connection probability by the conﬁguration model and used the p-value to measure statistical
signiﬁcance of the links.
The network consists of  nodes (language editions) and , undirected edges, and
is a complete graph. This means that most languages show at least some similarity in the
concepts they edit, however the strength of similarity diﬀers highly across language pairs.
The distribution of edge weights is highly skewed with the lowest z-score between Korean
and Buginese and the highest z-score between Javanese and Indonesian.

4.3 Clustering the network of signiﬁcant shared interests
We use the Infomap algorithm [] to identify language communities that are most similar
in their interests. We release a random walker on the network, and allow it to travel across
links proportional to their weights. By measuring how long the random walker spends in
each part of the network, we are able to identify clusters of languages with strong internal connections []. Additionally, we compare these results with the Louvain clustering
algorithm [] and establish that both methods show high agreement.
Our cluster analysis suggests that no language community is completely separated from
other communities, and in fact, there are signiﬁcant topics of common interest between
almost any two language pairs. We reveal  clusters of two and more languages, plus  languages that are identiﬁed as separate clusters (see SI for full information on the clusters).
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Figure 2 The network of signiﬁcant Wikipedia co-editing ties between language pairs. Nodes are
coloured according to the clusters found by the Infomap algorithm [50], and link weights within clusters
represents the positive deviation of z-scores from the threshold of randomness; links are signiﬁcant at the 99%
level. For visualisation purposes we display only 23 clusters and the strongest inter-cluster links in the
network. The inter-cluster links show the aggregated z-scores between all nodes of a pair of clusters. The
network suggests that local factors such as shared language, linguistic similarity of languages, shared religion,
and geographical proximity play a role in interest similarity of language communities. Notably, English forms a
separate cluster, which suggest little interest similarity between English speakers and other communities.

Notably, English forms a self-cluster, and this independent standing means little interest
similarity between English and other languages. This is an interesting ﬁnding in the light
of the recent discussions on whether English is becoming a global language and the most
suitable lingua franca for cross-national communication [].
The resulting network is visualised in Figure . The links within clusters are weighted
according to the amount of positive deviation of z-score per language pair from the threshold of randomness. Stronger weights indicate higher similarity. The links are signiﬁcant at
the % level. The inter-cluster links should be interpreted with care in the context of this
study, as they are weighted according to the aggregated strength of connection between all
nodes of both clusters. The network is undirected since it depicts mutual topical interest
of both language communities, which is inherently bidirectional. For visualisation purposes, we display only the strongest inter-cluster links and  language clusters. Cluster
membership information is detailed in Table A in Additional ﬁle .
Cluster interpretation. Visual inspection of language clusters suggests a number of hypotheses which might explain such network conﬁguration. For example, () geographical
proximity might explain the Swedish-Norwegian-Danish-Faroese-Finnish-Icelandic cluster (light blue), since those are the languages mostly spoken in the Nordic countries. Other
groups of languages form around () a local lingua franca, which is often an oﬃcial language of a multilingual country, and include other regional languages which are spoken as
second- and even third language within the local community. This way, Indonesian and
Malay form a cluster with Javanese and Sundanese (brown), which are two largest regional
languages of Indonesia. Similarly, one of the largest clusters in the network (purple) consists of  languages native to India, where cases of multilingualism are especially common,
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since one might need to use diﬀerent languages for contacts with the state government,
with the local community, and at home []. Another interesting example is the cluster
of languages primarily spoken in the Middle Eastern countries (yellow), which apart from
geographical proximity are closely intertwined due to () a shared religious tradition. Finally, some clusters illustrate () the recent changes in sociopolitical situation, which can
also be partially traced through bilingualism. Following the civil war of the s in former
Yugoslavia, its former oﬃcial Serbo-Croatian language is now replaced by three separate
languages: Serbian, Croatian, and Bosnian (green cluster). Notably, there is still a separate
Serbo-Croatian Wikipedia edition. To give another example, Russian held a privileged position in the former Soviet Union, being the language of the ideology and a priority language to learn at school []. Even twenty years after the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
Russian remains an important language of exchange between the post-Soviet countries.
Similarity of interests between speakers of Russian and the languages spoken in nearby
countries, as seen in the magenta cluster, comes as little surprise.
We use this anecdotal interpretation of the clusters to inform our hypotheses about the
mechanisms that aﬀect the formation of co-editing similarities. In the next section we
will build on these initial interpretations and formulate them as quantiﬁable hypotheses.
To evaluate the validity of the hypotheses, we will compare their plausibility against one
another using statistical inference approach.

5 Explanation of co-editing patterns
In this section we show how the network of signiﬁcant shared interests could be used
to inform hypothesis formulation. We compare the plausibility of hypotheses using two
statistical approaches. First, we use Bayesian approach and visually compare the strengths
of hypotheses. Then we apply frequentist approach to report the explanatory power of
diﬀerent models. We begin by outlining the necessary methodology and continue with
reporting the results.
5.1 Hypothesis formulation
We convert our initial interpretation of the network clusters into quantiﬁable hypotheses,
which we express through transition probability matrices illustrated in Figure . The hypotheses aim to explain the link weights in the network of co-editing similarities, which

Figure 3 A toy example of expressing a hypothesis through a transition probability matrix. The
matrices are symmetrical. The diagonal is empty since the data do not allow self-loops. According to each
hypothesis, the cells with more likely transitions are coloured in darker shades of blue. (a) Uniform
hypothesis - all transitions are equally possible, i.e. the editions are covering random topics. (b) Shared religion
hypothesis - the dyads Russian-Ukrainian and Polish-Estonian are given more belief on the basis of shared
religion. (c) Geographical proximity hypothesis - the shorter the distance between languages, the stronger
belief in the transition.
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correspond to the obtained z-scores. The transition probability matrices are square with
dimensions N = , corresponding to the number of language editions studied. The diagonal is empty, since self-loops are not allowed. The formulas, the deﬁnitions, and data
sources for hypotheses formulation are summarised for reference in Table . Below we
give more extended explanations on the process of hypotheses construction.
• H: Uniform
All language co-occurrences are possible with the same probability. A concept can
be randomly covered by any language edition. The transition probability tij for all
permutations of languages i and j is
tij = .
• H: Shared language family
We retrieve the whole family tree proﬁle of each language and count the number of
branches overlapping between each language dyad. For example,
– Arabic: Afro-Asiatic; Semitic; Central Semitic; Arabic languages; Arabic
– Hebrew: Afro-Asiatic; Semitic; Central Semitic; Northwest Semitic; Canaanite;
Hebrew
Arabic and Hebrew share three levels of language tree hierarchy (Afro-Asiatic;
Semitic; Central Semitic) and thus will have the transition score of  in the hypothesis
table. If fi is the set of branches describing the full language family proﬁle of language
i, the transition probability tij corresponds to the count of shared branches in the
family tree of languages i and j, and is computed as
tij = |fi ∪ fj |.
• H: Bilingual population within a country
To formalise other hypotheses, we needed to map languages to countries where
they are spoken. We list all countries where a pair of languages are co-spoken; for each
country we compute the probability of a person to speak both languages. The
hypothesis table contains the average probability of a person to speak both languages
computed across all countries where both languages are spoken by more than .% of
the population. The transition probability is described by
tij =

 
p(i)A p(j)A ,
Nij
A

where p(i)A , p(j)A are proportions of speakers of languages i, j in a country A, Nij is
the number of countries where i, j are co-spoken. The more bilinguals speaking i and j
live in the same country, the higher the transition belief.
• H: Geographical proximity of language speakers
We assign each country with its primary language (the language that the majority of
its population speaks) and compute the average distance between all permutations of
countries where language i or j are spoken. All inter-country distances are scaled
between  and . Thus,
tij =

  dmin
,
Nij
dAB
A,B
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Table 1 Formalisation of hypotheses to explain the probability of language dyads to co-edit a
Wikipedia article about the same concept
Hypothesis and
formalisation

Notation

Description

Data source

H0: Uniform hypothesis

–

All co-occurrences are
equally probable, i.e.
every edition i covers the
same concept as edition
j with a constant
probability
Language communities
of linguistically related
languages will show
more co-editing
similarity

–

tij = 1

H1: Shared language family
tij = |fi ∪ fj |

H2: Bilingual population
within a country

tij = N1
A p(i)A p(j)A
ij

H3: Geographical proximity
of languages
 dmin
tij = N1
A,B d
ij

AB

H4: Gravity law demographic force
attracting language
communities
 mA,i mB,j
tij = N1
A,B
2
ij

d
AB

H5: Shared religion

1, if ri = rj
tij =
0, otherwise

fi is the set of branches
describing the full
language family proﬁle
of language i, tij is the
count of shared
branches in the family
tree of i and j
p(i)A , p(j)A are
proportions of speakers
of i, j in a country A, Nij is
the number of countries
where i, j are co-spoken

Nij is the number of
country permutations
where i or j are spoken as
primary language, dAB is
Euclidean distance
between each pair of
countries, and dmin is the
smallest distance
between countries in
the dataset
mA,i is the number of
speakers of the primary
language i in a country
A, dAB is Euclidean
distance between each
pair of counties, Nij is the
number of country pairs
where i or j are spoken as
primary language
ri is the dominating
religion of a language
community. It is deﬁned
as the most common
religion in the list of
countries whose primary
language is i

Multilingual editors
belong to multiple
cultural communities
and might serve as
bridges between them.
The more bilinguals
speaking i and j live in
the same country, the
higher the transition
belief
The smaller the distance
between speakers of i
and j living in separate
countries, the higher the
chances for languages i, j
to cover the same
concept. We consider
one (primary) language
per country
The larger the
language-speaking
population and the
smaller the distance
between the countries A,
B, the more the
attraction between i
and j. Based on the
countries’ primary
languages
Cultures which profess
the same religion will
show consistent interest
in the same topics

The data on language
family classiﬁcation was
taken from English
Wikipedia infoboxes of
articles on each of 110
languages, such as
‘Hebrew language’
Territory-language
information was
downloaded from [51],
and is based on the data
from the World Bank,
Ethnologue, FactBook,
and other sources,
including per-country
census data
Distance between
countries is computed as
Euclidean distance in
kilometers between
country capitals [52]

Country population data
is taken from CIA
Factbook [52]

The data on world
religions was taken from
the most recent 2010
Report on Religious
Diversity provided by the
Pew Research Center
[53]

The hypotheses aim to explain the values of link weights (z -scores) in the network of co-editing similarity (see Figure 2 for
illustrative purposes). The transition probability matrices are square with dimensions N = 110, corresponding to the number of
language editions studied. The diagonal is empty, since self-loops are not allowed. The value tij expresses the hypothesised
probability of Wikipedia language editions i and j to cover the same concept. After construction of the hypotheses matrices,
the matrices undergo Laplacian smoothing of weight 1 (for HypTrails hypotheses testing only), and are further normalised
row-wise. The process is illustrated in Figure 3. The results of hypothesis testing are represented in Figure 4 for the HypTrails
approach, and in Figure 2 for the MRQAP approach, and are discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 correspondingly.
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where Nij is the number of country permutations where i or j are spoken as primary
language, dAB is Euclidean distance between each pair of countries, and dmin is the
smallest distance between countries in the dataset. The smaller the distance between
speakers of i and j living in separate countries, the higher the chances for languages i, j
to cover the same concept.
• H: Gravity law - demographic force attracting language communities
Like in the previous example, we allow one (primary) language per country and
consider all country permutations where languages i or j are spoken. Demographic
attraction is strongest between large population of speakers who live in separate
counties which are located closely. Consider the example of France and Germany,
where large numbers of French and German speakers correspondingly, live at close
distance. We compute average demographic attraction between all permutations of
country pairs. We deﬁne
tij =

  mA,i mB,j
,

Nij
dAB
A,B

where mA,i is the number of speakers of the primary language i in a country A, dAB is
Euclidean distance between each pair of counties (in kilometers), Nij is the number of
country pairs where i or j are spoken as primary language. The larger the
language-speaking population and the smaller the distance between the countries A,
B, the more the attraction between i and j.
• H: Shared primary religion
For each country we identiﬁed its primary language and its most widespread
religion (Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, Folk, other or unaﬃliated). The religion
we assign to a language is the most common religion in the list of countries where the
language is spoken as primary. For a language pair, if they share the religion, we add 
to the hypothesis matrix, and  otherwise. Thus the linguistic communities which
profess the same religion will show consistent interest in the same topics.

5.2 Bayesian inference - HypTrails
In order to explain why certain languages form communities of shared interest, we need
to explain the link weights, or z-score values. We formulate multiple hypotheses based on
real-world statistical data, and compare their plausibility using HypTrails [], a Bayesian
approach based on Markov chain processes. We input the z-scores into a matrix, and express hypotheses about their values via Dirichlet priors - matrices of transition probabilities between each possible state (in our case - language edition). We use the trial roulette
method to compare diﬀerent hypotheses. This approach allows to visualise how plausibility of the hypotheses changes with the increasing belief and decreasing allowed variation.
Although it was initially designed to compare hypotheses about human trails, in this paper
we show that HypTrails is also useful in explaining link weights in networks.
Data preparation. Using the formalisations detailed in Table , we ﬁll out corresponding
transition probabilities matrices. We apply Laplacian smoothing of weight  to all matrices to avoid sparsity issues and to account for the cases when editions co-edit a topic of
a general encyclopedic importance which might be relevant for multiple language communities. All matrices are normalised row-wise; diagonals are zero as no self-loops are
allowed.
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Figure 4 HypTrails-computed Bayesian evidence
for hypotheses plausibility on shared editing
interest Wikipedia data. Higher values of the
Bayesian evidence denote that a hypothesis ﬁts the
data well. The bottom black line represents the
hypothesis of random shared interests and the top
grey line is the ﬁt of data on itself - together forming
an upper and lower limit for comparing hypothesis.
The ranking of hypotheses should be compared for
the same k. All hypotheses are signiﬁcant, but the
most plausible ones to explain cultural proximity are
the shared language family, the bilingual, the shared
religion, and the gravity law hypotheses. The results
show that cultural factors such as language and
religion play a larger role in explaining Wikipedia
co-editing than geographical factors.

HypTrails ranking. The HypTrails algorithm does not output the absolute values for
plausibility of hypotheses, but only compares hypotheses one to another. Thus, one must
always compare hypotheses to a uniform hypothesis, and discard those hypotheses that
are ranked below the uniform. For the upper bound of comparison, we use the z-scores
data itself, since no hypothesis can explain the data better than the data itself.
The results suggest that multiple factors play role in how shared interests are shaped,
including geographical proximity, population attraction, shared religion, and especially
strongly, linguistic relatedness of the languages and the number of bilingual speakers. No
hypothesis explains perfectly all variations in the data, however and all Bayes Factors for
all pairs of hypotheses are decisive. Geographical proximity only explains the data to a
limited extent, and decays for higher values of k, while the number of bilinguals in the same
country, shared language family, and shared religion hypotheses grow stronger with more
belief, which suggests that they explain the data most robustly. The explanatory power of
hypotheses should be compared for the same values of k, which expresses how strongly
we believe in the hypotheses and how much variation is allowed. Figure  summarises
the results of the HypTrails algorithm. All hypotheses are compared against the uniform
hypothesis of random co-occurrence.

5.3 Frequentist approach - MRQAP
In addition to the HypTrails analysis, we use Multiple Regression Quadratic Assignment
Procedure (MRQAP) [] to assess statistical signiﬁcance of association between the concept co-editing network ties and various hypothesis. This method has a long established
tradition in social network analysis as a way to sift out spuriously observed correlations
[], and is well-suited for analysing dyadic data where observations are autocorrelated if
they are in the same row or column []. We treat the network of concept co-editing as a
dependent variable matrix; the independent variable contains the set of hypotheses about
the conﬁguration of the network, expressed via hypotheses matrices. Formulation of hypotheses is given in Table . We normalise the matrices row-wise in order to standardise
the values across matrices. MRQAP is a nonparametric test - it permutes the dependent
variables to account for dyadic inter-dependencies. It is also robust against various underlying data distributions []. We used , permutations, which usually suﬃces for the
procedure [].
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MRQAP ranking. The results of the test are in agreement with the hypothesis ranking obtained from applying HypTrails. The number of bilinguals, shared language family, shared
religion and demographic attraction are the factors signiﬁcantly contributing to cultural
similarity, as suggested by the t-statistic. By including all ﬁve hypotheses into Model , we
are able to explain % of variation in the data. Geographical distance, although a significant factor in several models, is not a very strong one: after excluding the distance hypothesis (Model ), precision does not decrease. Excluding other hypotheses one by one
(Models , ,  and ) lowers precision considerably. Finally, shared language family and
bilinguals alone (Models  and ) explain % and % variation in shared interests correspondingly. The results of the MRQAP are reported in Table . Diﬀerent models include
variations of hypotheses combinations that explain the variation in language co-editing
ties.

6 Discussion
In this paper, we have used edit co-occurrences data to investigate cultural similarities
between language communities on Wikipedia. We have applied a statistical ﬁltering approach to quantify co-editing similarities and build a network of mutual interests. We have
utilised the logic of Bayesian and frequentist hypothesis testing to examine what societal
features can explain the observed language clusters. Both approaches render similar results, suggesting that cultural proximity and similarity of interests are best explained by
bilingualism, linguistic relatedness of languages, shared religion, and demographic attraction of communities. Geographical distance is a weak, and not very signiﬁcant factor.
Limitations. Our study is not free of limitations, some of which are inherent to the nature
of the chosen data. Although we found in the literature mounting evidence that Wikipedia
is a promising and rich data source for those interested in mining cultural relations, we
agree that it is only one of many possible media where culture might ﬁnd reﬂection. Moreover, Wikipedia itself is not free from structural biases, as it reﬂects the activity of selected
technology-savvy, mostly white and male [, ], educated, and economically stable social elites. It by no means is representative of the views of general population. However,
it is the elites that often drive the cultural, political, and economic processes [], and thus
Wikipedia editors represent a group worthy of being studied. Furthermore, we point out
that even though we focus on  largest language editions, we still compare the editions
at diﬀerent growth stages and levels of topical saturation. Although this might introduce
unforeseen biases, we do not see it as a major limitation, since we focus on aggregated
editing activity and only on the articles created between  and . We leave for future research the interesting task of incorporating the time dimension in the analysis and
examining how interests shape and change over time.
Additionally, while our approach is quantitative, it requires some subjectivity in interpreting the clusters and formulating hypotheses. To strengthen the internal validity of the
study, we inform our reasoning about the hypotheses both in visual analysis of the clusters and in previous literature on the subject. Still, we do not claim to have exhausted all
possible hypotheses which could explain the data. Moreover, other formalisations of the
selected hypotheses might render diﬀerent results.
One of the beneﬁts of our approach is that it is free of biases related to topic selection,
since we avoid focusing on speciﬁc kinds of topics where cultural similarities might be
expected. It also scales well in terms of the number of communities and hypotheses that
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Table 2 MRQAP decomposition of pairwise correspondence between concept co-occurrence
and cultural factors
Model

Bilinguals Lang. family Religion Gravity

Distance R2 adj. F-stat. df
–0.0042∗

Intercept

1 Estimate 0.0688
t-statistic 27.6524

0.1074
23.6158

0.0900
0.0470
0.1458 410.3
13.4772 10.2732 –1.3422∗

11,984 0.0066

2 Estimate 0.0676
t-statistic 29.1517

0.1075
23.6428

0.0894
13.4200

0.0464
10.1893

–
–

0.1458

512.4

11,985 0.0067

3 Estimate 0.0703
t-statistic 28.1932

0.1129
24.8853

0.1022
15.4831

–
–

–0.0009∗
–0.2989∗

0.1384

482.3

11,985 0.0067

4 Estimate 0.0685
t-statistic 27.3119

0.1080
23.5817

–
–

0.0581
12.7773

–0.0016∗
–0.5225∗

0.1329

460.5

11,985 0.0074

5 Estimate 0.0716
t-statistic 28.1697

–
–

0.0916
13.4180

0.0598
12.8396

–0.0055∗
–1.7256∗

0.1061

356.9

11,985 0.0075

6 Estimate –
t-statistic –

0.1134
24.2095

0.0881
12.7958

0.0546
11.5815

0.0272
9.0453

0.09140 302.5

11,985 0.0070

7 Estimate 0.0700
t-statistic 30.2487

0.1129
24.8885

0.1020
15.5098

–
–

0.1386

643.1

11,986 0.0067

8 Estimate 0.0703
t-statistic 27.9237

0.1151
25.1460

–
–

–
–

0.0030∗
0.9388∗

0.1212

552.2

11,986 0.0076

9 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

0.0898
12.7323

0.0684
14.2619

0.0272
8.8191

0.0470

198.2

11,986 0.0079

10 Estimate 0.0700
t-statistic 29.5521

–
–

0.0909
13.3370

0.0590
12.7297

0.1060

474.8

11,986 0.0075

11 Estimate –
t-statistic –

0.1140
24.1755

–
–

0.0654
13.9808

0.0790

344.0

11,986 0.0077

12 Estimate 0.0712
t-statistic 30.4703

0.1151
25.1430

–
–

–
–

0.1212

827.8

11,987 0.0076

13 Estimate 0.0738
t-statistic 28.6184

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.0027
0.8295

0.0749

486.5

11,987 0.0085

14 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

–
–

0.0794
16.7162

0.0296
9.5508

0.0342

213.4

11,987 0.0086

15 Estimate 0.0733
t-statistic 30.9368

–
–

0.1072
15.9020

–
–

–
–

0.0940

622.8

11,987 0.0076

16 Estimate –
t-statistic –

0.1222
25.9063

–
–

–
–

0.0357
11.8512

0.0641

411.6

11,987 0.0080

17 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

0.0936
13.2534

0.0741
15.5280

–
–

0.0409

256.8

11,987 0.0080

18 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.0372
12.0025

0.0118

144.1

11,988 0.0090

19 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

–
–

0.0861
18.2514

–
–

0.0269

333.1

11,988 0.0087

20 Estimate –
t-statistic –

–
–

0.1144
16.3447

–
–

–
–

0.0217

267.1

11,988 0.0081

21 Estimate –
t-statistic –

0.1233
25.9798

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.0532

674.9

11,988 0.0081

22 Estimate 0.0746
t-statistic 31.1808

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.0749

972.2

11,988 0.0085

–
–

–
–
0.0296
9.7791
–
–

 Primary language.

The combination of all hypotheses explains most of the variation in the data (15%). The most plausible explanations are the
number of bilinguals and shared religion. The results of MRQAP agree with the ranking of hypotheses by the HypTrails
algorithm. All statistics except those labelled with ∗ are signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level.
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could be analysed. In case of research on multilingual data, an important beneﬁt of our approach is that it only uses metadata on user interactions, and understanding the language
itself is not required. Finally, it is applicable for any example of collaborative production
of a common good where individual activity of participants is recorded.
Discussion of results. Culture is a very complex concept without a deﬁnition that is unanimously accepted by Anthropologists, Social Scientists, or Linguists. Although it is universally agreed that cultural communities exist, their borders are very fuzzy and depend
on how the researcher deﬁnes the term ‘culture’. In this work, we focus on the relation
between language and culture, and particularly, on how online linguistic expressions can
help distil cultural similarities between multilingual communities of Wikipedia editors.
An inseparable part of culture, language is only one way of cultural expression, and more
studies are needed to explore how other aspects of culture manifest themselves in oﬀ- and
online world.
Our analysis shows that the decision to write or not to write an article on a certain topic
is not a random one. Similar to the idea of national cultural repertoires in the traditional
Cultural Sociology [], we ﬁnd that various linguistic communities apply diﬀerent grammars of worth and criteria of evaluation when selecting the topics to cover, that would
appeal to the common interest of the language community. Thus, each language edition
represents a community of shared understanding with unique linguistic point of view [–
], its own controversial topics [], and concept coverage [].
We demonstrate that similarity of co-editing interests between language communities
can be partially explained by the number of bilinguals and by linguistic similarity of the
languages themselves. This comes as little surprise, since language is a fundamental part
of identity, self-recognition, and culture [, , , ]. It is hard to separate the eﬀects of
the number of bilinguals and shared language family from one another, since both might
be related: shared vocabulary and grammatical features of the languages from the same
language family might explain higher level of bilingualism for these language dyads. Moreover, language choice and bilingualism are an eﬀect of factors galore, such as post-colonial
history, education, language and human right policies, free travel, and migration due to
political instability, poverty, religious persecutions or work [, ]. Finally, cultural similarity deﬁned through Hofstede’s four dimensions of values [] has also been found to
relate to language [, ].
Shared religion is another uniting factor for language communities. Our ﬁnding is in
line with Huntington’s thesis which argues that cultural and religious identities of people
form the primary source of potential conﬂict in the post-Cold War era []. The studies
of email and Twitter communication [] and similarity in country information interests
[] also reveal the patterns that echo religious ‘fault lines’.
Population attraction and geographical proximity are the uniting factors that have been
extensively discussed in the literature, most relevantly in the context of mobile communication ﬂows [] and migration []. Similar to our results, several studies report gravity
laws in online settings, including [] and []. Not only choice of topics to edit, but also
online trade in taste-dependent products is aﬀected by distance. For example, [] ﬁnds
that proximate countries show more similarity in taste. Notably, this eﬀect only holds for
culture-related products such as music. This further supports our ﬁnding that there is a
relationship between geographical distance and culture, and allows us to speculate that
the Internet fails to defy the law of gravity.
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The question of whether English is becoming the world’s lingua franca is an intriguing
one []. Its central, inﬂuential position in the global language network has been reported
in networks of book translations, multilingual Twitter users, and Wikipedia editors [,
, ]. On the one hand, such high visibility allows information to radiate between the
more connected languages. On the other hand, our study shows that global language centrality plays a minor role in shared interests. Moreover, we show that the domination of
English disappears in the network of co-editing similarities, and instead local interconnections come to the forefront, rooting in shared language, similar linguistic characteristics,
religion, and demographic proximity. A similar eﬀect has been observed in international
markets, where economic competitiveness is linked to the ability to speak a local lingua
franca, rather than English [].

7 Conclusions and implications
Out of almost  Wikipedia’s language editions, % have less than  active users [].
Linguistically, this means that those languages are in danger of extinction [], at least in
the online space []. Nevertheless, [] emphasises the role of Wikipedia in helping peripheral languages cross the digital divide, acquire digital functions and prestige as their
speakers go online. At the same time, Pentzold [] describes Wikipedia as a global cultural memory place, access to which depends on the language skills. In his view, Wikipedia
is not a mere encyclopedia where facts are documented, but rather a space where the entire collective memories of important events are constructed during a discursive, social
process. We show that the topics that each language edition documents are not selected
randomly, however small the underlying community of editors. These non-random processes might relate to the fact that each Wikipedia language edition presents a cultural
memory place, where the linguistic point of view and the memorable events of that community are negotiated.
Our ﬁndings bring some important policy questions for the Wikimedia Foundation,
such as: What are the cultural implications of populating editions with automatically
translated concepts present in other language editions? Should English Wikipedia aim at
becoming an all-inclusive collection of information from other language editions? Should
the decision on who and what will be remembered belong to the community of editors,
however small, or to an automated algorithm? We hope that our research will inspire dialogue on how similarities between language communities can be used to improve participation of editors speaking peripheral languages and expand the content of smaller editions.
In addition, Wikipedia has a power to mobilise cultural communities around a very important collective task - selecting and archiving important knowledge for future generations. Our analysis sheds light on how cultural similarities are reﬂected in this process.
We also demonstrate that global cultural interconnections are not dominated by one powerful player, but instead follow the locally established ‘fault lines’ of bilingualism, shared
religion and population attraction. We hope that these results will be useful for managers,
economists and politicians working in multicultural settings, enthusiastic Wikipedians,
academics wishing to study culture via the web, as well as for the public curious about
global, intercultural relationships.
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Additional material
Additional ﬁle 1: Figure A1 contains the heatmap of editing co-occurrence comparison between empirical
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Additional ﬁle 2: Table A1 contains the clusters of languages with shared interest as found by the Infomap
clustering algorithm (pdf )
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